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Welcome to the latest Australian Videocamera e-Magazine.
Looking back over the stats for the Australian Videocamera website for the last 3 years it is very evident that the popular stories are the ones that provide some information on how to do something, or
how something works.
For example, the top 4 stories (and way ahead of any others) are all tutorials I wrote on using the
Blackmagic Design ATEM Mini Pro. These are followed by similar stories for the Loupedeck CT and
then GoPro, DJI Pocket 2 and DJI drone tutorials.
I find it interesting the common thread here is hardware which either means people are happy with
the their level of knowledge of the software they use for editing / audio / effects, or footage taken is
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simply being not edited beyond basic cutting.

New Vegas Pro 20 .................................................................... 6

few new models to talk about. Not that we have had any access to anyway, apart from Fujifilm

Which Wireless Lav Mic?.................................................... 10

I actually cannot put my finger on the last Sony or Panasonic I reviewed, and have not seen a Nikon

Google Earth Animations Made Easy ............................ 13

As Australian Videocamera is the only publication out there now dedicated to covering this area of

Gimbals Modes Explained................................................... 15
Largest Dam Mural In The World...................................... 16

Similarly, there seems little interest in actual camera reviews, although in truth, there have been very
models and again units from GoPro and DJI with an occasional Canon thrown in.

for years. Any other brands from where I sit may as well not even exist. And its not for lack of asking!

technology. I find it all very strange.
What would you like to use me cover? Is there anything missing? Anything you’d like more (or indeed
less) of? Please let me know via the Contact Us page. This will also automatically put you into the
competition to perhaps win a Miller Air Solo 75 tripod worth over $1000!

Contact Us
Phone:
+61 (0)456952227
Email:
david@auscamonline.com

Web:

australian-videocamera.com

Facebook:

AustralianVideocamera

Twitter:
@Auscamonline

Instagram:
Australian Videocamera

Until next time, take care, keep well, and as always, thanks for the support!

David Hague

Cover Image:

Publisher / Managing Editor
You have received this as you have registered with Australian Videocamera, but I am more than happy of course for you to forward it to any friends or acquaintances

Wellington Dam, Collie, Western Australia. Shot on DJI Pocket 2

you think will get value from it. If they wish to sign up to get their own regular copy, they can do so via the pop-up at www.australian-videocamera.com. If you no longer
wish to receive this e-magazine, please email me at david@auscamonline.com and nominate exactly which email gets the subscription. I'll remove it immediately.
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EDITORIAL
News From Around The Industry
Each edition I publish stories and links
to stuff that has crossed my desk over
the preceding period I think may be
of interest to you. Sometimes there is
lots, sometimes very little.

But perhaps these manufacturers
(and others) are missing a point…

The cover image that was used
showed a pair of colourful Nikon cameras that I would suggest were aimed
at the teen market but emblazoned
If you have material you want the on them both was the word “waterwider world to know about, send it to proof”.
me via david@auscamonline.com
This demographic (and its current
darling TikTok) is well entrenched in
the “fun and fashion” arena and this
I just read an interesting news snippet
I am told encompasses sun, beaches
on an industry site that tells me Panaand the surf etc.
sonic and Nikon have bowed out of
the entry level camera market. I per- Perhaps if a bit of lateral thinking
sonally have seen no official line on was used, camera manufacturers
this and I get all the press releases, could grab a market right there the
but no matter, that’s not what inter- smartphone cannot even touch, as
of course, sand and water are the
ested me.
smartphone’s mortal enemy.
Now it is obvious to blind Freddie (is
that allowed these days) that smart- GoPros fit naturally in this sphere by
phones have overtaken, if not deci- their very nature but are expensive
mated, the entry level camera mar- in comparison and for the TikTok set,
ket. The article quoted some figures, probably “not cool” (But what would
but again, I have nothing official to know as an old fart). Or turn that
around and maybe GoPro could do
back those up.

Panasonic, Nikon Exiting Entry Level
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some advertising and marketing in
that area to make ‘em a desirable
commodity?
Or perhaps release an entry level waterproof GoPro without all the clever
techy bits hidden under the bonnet?
Just a thought…

The Spy Who Never Dies
The feature film and Australian streaming service STAN exclusive “The Spy
Who Never Dies” was shot using two
Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera
6K Pro digital film cameras, with visual
effects (VFX), editing and color grading done on DaVinci Resolve Studio
as part of a major shift in production
operations by independent production house Rhythmic Films.
An action comedy, “The Spy Who
Never Dies” follows the story of world
class spy Brad, played by Paul O'Brien,
who falls for a seemingly normal veterinarian named Veronica (Georgia
Walters). Hijinks and action ensue as

EDITORIAL
Brad tracks down Russians with stolen
hypersonic missiles and battles a mysterious character called Trident who
is bent on revenge, all while trying to
build a ‘normal' relationship outside
the spy world.
See the full story here

Back Issues of Australian Videocamera e-Magazine
If you are after any back issues of Australian Videocamera's e-Magazine,
they are now all online and available
for download in one place.
You can access them from the menu
bar at the top of any page on the
website, or simply click here.
If you have any difficulties, please
email david@auscamonline.com

Win a Miller Air Solo 75 Tripod!
Don't forget you can still win a Miller Aeir Solo 75 Tripod worth over
AUD$1000. Click here for the details
to enter.
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EDITING (NLE)

EDITING (NLE)

New Vegas Pro 20 - A Major Update

New Vegas Pro 20 - A Major Update

VEGAS Creative Software has
announced today what the company says is a significant leap
forward for its flagship VEGAS
Pro product line with the launch
of VEGAS Pro 20.

VEGAS Pro 20 adds powerful new
colour correction features to the
Colour Grading panel that enable
creators to produce stunning looks,
fine-tune the colour to match the
emotion of their sequences, and
gain full control of colours.

With this update, VEGAS Creative
Software adds a number of new
features to further strengthen advanced collaboration workflows.
There are also a number of new
features that enhance color grading workflow power and efficiencies directly on the timeline.
With the launch of VEGAS Pro 20,
VEGAS Creative Software has added powerful new cloud features to
its VEGAS Hub collaborative platform.

anywhere in the world. An editor
simply invites a collaborator - another editor, cinematographer or
anyone who has media to share on
a project - to upload files into VEGAS Hub.

GAS Pro 20 also adds Automatic
Project Collections which pull all of
a project’s assets together for instant organization.

Content creators can quickly and
easily access all media files from
The File Drop feature enables creFrom there, the editor imports them any of their projects, and also have
ators to upload files directly into
directly into a project through the the ability to instantly archive their
VEGAS Hub from any connected
VEGAS Hub Explorer window. VE- projects.
mobile device or desktop system
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has made VEGAS Pro the top
choice of audio-centric content
creators and musicians worldwide.

With today’s announcement VEGAS Pro 20 adds support for the
VST3 industry standard audio plugin software interface that inteHue Adjustment colour curves make grates software effects units into
it easy to isolate a specific colour in digital audio workstations. VST uses
a video and change it to a com- digital signal processing to simupletely different colour, while Tem- late traditional recording studio
perature and Tint controls make it hardware in software.
easy to achieve the perfect white
This new feature will be in beta at
balance.
launch and available to users for
testing.

VEGAS Pro 20: Advancing Audio

You can see the complete specification list and all the new features
With deep roots and a breadth of
here.
experience in audio production
technology, the VEGAS Creative
Software development team is also
strengthening what is already a
compelling and sophisticated audio production feature set which

Production
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Premium quality, 10-year lifespan
First Look: Pluto Trigger

THE LIGHTWEIGHT TRIPOD COMPANION
FOR SHOOTING VIDEOS AND PHOTOS

Genuine fluid head pan & tilt technology
Perfect for DSLR cameras up to 5 kg/11 lbs
Compact, lightweight and versatile

Solidly built for rugged outdoor shooting conditions
Proudly made in Australia from the creators of the fluid head

www.millertripods.com
twitter.com/millertripods

facebook.com/millertripods

AUDIO

Which Wireless Lav Mic To Choose
There has been a surfeit of wireless mic systems of late and therefore we are spoiled for choice
these days. So I thought I’d take a
quick look and compare spec for
spec the ones I have access to at
the moment. These are:

AUDIO
identical so this one thing might give
the DJI Mic an edge over RØDE to
some buyers.
The price point of the Hollyland system is extremely attractive, and
if you are on a budget, then this
would definitely fit your needs.
If you ignore technical specifica-

• DJI Mic

tions and go by your ears, well my

• Hollyland Lark M1 Duo

of Sennheiser in the audio world has

ears anyway, the long experience

• Sennheiser XSW Digital Lavalier

the distinct edge in recording qual-

And for good measure and com-

ond place.

ity with I’d suggest, the RØDE in sec-

parison, throw in the RØDE Go II

The DJI Mic comes in 3rd and the

(which I don’t have but the specs
are easily obtainable).
Whilst there are many other options,
these four should give a reasonable
benchmark to work from and allow
a choice to be made – depending
on record quality of course!

Hollyland Lark M1, whilst being very
In Use

The ability of the DJI mics to also re-

capable and eminently suitable for

There is no doubt having a twin mic

cord internally in addition to the re-

vlogging, YouTube and TikTok etc,

ceiver system recording to the host

doesn’t exhibit the quality of the

tinct advantage and here the Sen-

device is a ripper idea and a major

Sennheiser and RØDE offerings that

you can add extra transmitters /

Specification wise you can see the

and single receiver system is a dis-

nheiser dips out initially although selling point.
mics later if you wish.
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broadcast audio would demand.

RØDE and DJI systems are almost
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a Miller Air Solo 75 Tripod worth over A$1000

TUTORIAL

Google Earth Animations Made Easy
a simply using a cross fade transition, put all the stills on the timeline
and make a 4 second animation.

Key Features:
• Genuine fluid head pan & tilt technology
• Wide payload range up to 5 kilograms
• Selectable counterbalance
• Bubble level indicator
• Durable lightweight aluminium alloy construction
• 3 year warranty
Made in Australia
Build Material for Legs: Carbon Fibre | Alloy

go to www.australian-videocamera.com and fill in the popup to enter!

You can see that attempt here.

you can import into your editing
package (I used Blackmagic DaVinci Resolve) and render those out
as an MP4 or another codec.

You can choose to render “in the
Not brilliant I know, but for the sake
cloud” using Google’s facilities and
of the exercise it did the job (this
this creates an MP4. Google will tell
was a job pro bono, so I didn’t want
you when the file is ready for downto spend too much time on it.
load.

Just recently I had occasion to
put together a video for my other half explaining what her employer did. This is a non-profit
company that counsels kids and
parents who have issues of all
sorts.

What had utterly slipped my mind
of course was that there is a nifty little tool called Google Earth Studio
that I had applied for a couple of
years back. Using this, I could have
achieved a much better solution in
a fraction of the time.

Anyway, what I wanted to do, as
the company is very location based
here in Bunbury, Western Australia,
was open the video with a zoom in
to the city centre from outer space.

And this version is here

Other options apart from zoom in
include orbit, spiral and point-topoint.
More advanced stuff available has
higher level things such as keyframe
animation, animatable effects and
3D camera export.

You can also add overlays and
In simple terms, you select your end
apply motion effects to keyframes
point of the animation and choose
such as ease in-ease out or linear.
your framing. Next, you select the
start point and voila. Done.
You can check it out at https://
The way I approached this was to You can then render it out. If you earth.google.com/studio/
take a series of screen shots as stills render locally (on your PC), Google
using Google Earth and then using Earth Studio creates a series of JPGs
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DRONES/ACTION CAMS

Gimbal Modes Explained
I have been playing a lot with
gimbals of late. I have models
here for review from both DJI
and Zhiyun, and each is aimed
at a specific target, or more correctly camera type, from smartphone to a big bruiser such as
my Blackmagic Pocket Cinema
Camera 6K and upwards.

quick explainer.

I also have the DJI Pocket, which
has become my day-to-day camera of choice due to its flexibility,
feature set and of course the gimbal camera.

With a camera and gimbal – or the
DJI Pocket 2 – you have the ability to lock some of these axes and
therefore force the lens to act and
point in a specific direction.

Now gimbals I have found, add a
level of complexity many I gather
find tricky to understand, at least in
the beginning. All of a sudden you
are thrown into a sort of 3D world in
terms of gimbal movement, and it
can be frustrating getting you head
around it.

Using the DJI Pocket 2 as an example, these modes are called FPV,
Follow and Tilt Lock.

There are 3 axes to a gimbal, and
these dictate where the lens is
pointing and at what angle. While
a student of geometry would call
them the x, y and z axes, in gimbal
terms they are the tilt, pan and roll
axes.

In FPV (First Person View) mode, all
three axes are unlocked. This means
that no matter what direction you
tilt or rotate the camera, the lens
will follow that orientation.

I know initially I did. So here goes a The full story and videos is here.
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DRONES/ACTION CAMS

Largest Dam Mural in the World

I put this together this afternoon after a 45 min trip out to the Wellington Dam, near Collie, Western Australia.
Apart from the obvious intro footage (Google Earth Studio), the rest is all shot on my DJI Air2S and everything was
compiled in DaVinci Resolve (with Photoshop making the credits and titles)
Music is from the free library from Sonicfire Pro 6. Click here to see the full video.
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